Professor Johnson Mak

Johnson is the Chair of Infectious Diseases at the School of Medicine within the Faculty of Health, and joined Deakin in 2011. He is a researcher with a strong focus on HIV research, and has received a number of national and international competitive funding from ARC, NHMRC, NIH, ACH2, and Pfizer Foundation. Johnson is currently Associate Editor and Section Editor of Retrovirology and Virology Journal, respectively, and member of editorial boards for a number of journals. He has also been recipient of NHMRC ECF, Monash Logan Fellowship, Pfizer Foundation Fellowship, ARC Future Fellowship, Australian Society of Microbiology (ASM) Frank Fenner Award, ASM Fellow and University of Cambridge Jane Allen Lectureship.

Professor Helen Scouteris

Helen came to Deakin in 2008 and, since that time has supervised 14 Fourth-Year and 12 Doctoral students to completion, published over 150 peer-reviewed papers and book chapters, and brought over $2 million in category 1 funding, primarily as CIA. Helen is held in particularly high regard for the quality and depth of her contribution as Associate Head and Director of Research in the School of Psychology and for her outstanding mentorship to many research staff and students at all levels in the School. She has taught and chaired undergraduate Child and Adolescent Development Units, is a member of the Faculty of Health Research Leadership Group and is keen to represent the Faculty on Academic Board, particularly on issues around capacity building of Deakin academic staff and students in research.